
Unlock the Secrets of Self-Working Card
Tricks with Dover Magic Books
Prepare to astound your audience and ignite their imagination with the
extraordinary collection of self-working card tricks presented in My Best
Self Working Card Tricks by Dover Magic Books. Journey through a realm
of effortless card magic, where the secrets of captivating illusions lie at your
fingertips. This comprehensive guide to self-working card magic empowers
both novice and experienced magicians to perform awe-inspiring feats of
card manipulation.
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What are Self-Working Card Tricks?

Self-working card tricks are a captivating branch of magic that transcends
the need for intricate sleight of hand. They rely on the clever use of
mathematical principles and psychological ruses to create the illusion of
supernatural power. With self-working tricks, you can execute stunning
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illusions without years of rigorous practice, making them accessible to
magicians of all skill levels.

Why My Best Self Working Card Tricks is the Ultimate Resource

My Best Self Working Card Tricks stands as the definitive guide to self-
working card magic, offering an unparalleled collection of classic and
innovative tricks. Acclaimed magician John Scarne, known as the "Father
of Modern Magic," has meticulously curated this remarkable volume,
ensuring that every trick is easy to learn, yet impactful in its execution.

Dive into the World of Card Magic

Embark on an extraordinary journey of discovery as you delve into the
fascinating world of card magic. My Best Self Working Card Tricks provides
a comprehensive exploration of the fundamental principles underlying self-
working tricks. Learn the secrets of forcing cards, controlling the deck, and
creating the illusion of mind-reading abilities. With each trick you master,
you'll gain confidence and expand your repertoire of magical wonders.

Unveiling the Secrets of Classic Card Tricks

Step into the timeless realm of classic card tricks that have captivated
audiences for generations. My Best Self Working Card Tricks unveils the
methods behind legendary illusions such as the "Ambitious Card," where a
selected card mysteriously rises to the top of the deck, and the "Four Aces
Trick," where the four aces magically gather in the magician's hands.
Prepare to leave your audience spellbound as you perform these iconic
tricks with effortless precision.

Exploring Innovative Card Techniques



Alongside classic card tricks, My Best Self Working Card Tricks introduces
a wealth of innovative and contemporary techniques. Master the art of
"Card Warp," where a selected card visually bends and warps in your
hands, or unravel the secrets of "Invisible Palm," where you can palm a
card in full view of your audience without them ever suspecting a thing.
These cutting-edge techniques will elevate your card magic to new heights,
leaving your audience in awe and wonder.

Become a Master of Card Manipulations

My Best Self Working Card Tricks not only teaches you how to perform
impressive tricks but also provides invaluable insights into the art of card
manipulation. Learn the techniques of fanning, spreading, and flourishing
cards with grace and precision. These essential skills will add a touch of
sophistication to your performances, elevating your magic to a professional
level.

Embrace the Power of Psychological Ruses

Delve into the realm of psychological ruses, the subtle techniques that
manipulate your audience's perceptions and create the illusion of
supernatural abilities. My Best Self Working Card Tricks reveals the secrets
of controlling your audience's thoughts, predicting their choices, and
creating seemingly impossible coincidences. These powerful ruses will
empower you to captivate your audience and leave them questioning the
very nature of reality.

A Guide for All Levels of Magicians

Whether you're a novice magician eager to learn the basics or an
experienced performer looking to expand your repertoire, My Best Self



Working Card Tricks has something to offer. The easy-to-follow instructions
and detailed illustrations make learning these tricks a breeze. As you
progress through the book, you'll encounter increasingly challenging tricks
that will push your skills to the limit.

Enhance Your Magic with Dover Magic Books

My Best Self Working Card Tricks is part of the renowned Dover Magic
Books series, a collection of authoritative texts on the art of magic. Dover
Magic Books has been the trusted source for magicians worldwide for over
50 years, providing a vast selection of books covering every aspect of
magic, from card tricks to mentalism, illusions, and more.

Unlock the secrets of self-working card tricks and elevate your magic skills
to new heights with My Best Self Working Card
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Emergence First Colony: a Ken Lozito
Masterpiece
Nestled amidst the pristine coastal landscapes of Boynton Beach,
Florida, Emergence First Colony stands as a testament to the visionary...

Afterlight: In Search of Poetry, History, and
Home
Prologue: The Call of the Open Road In the heart of every traveler lies a
longing for something more&mdash;a...
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